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The Essential Consumer’s Guide 
to Choosing An SEO Provider

Read this guide and you’ll discover:

• How to Avoid 5 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Industry Rip-Offs

• 6 Costly Misconceptions about SEO

• 4 Mistakes To Avoid When Choosing An SEO Provider

• The Importance Of Value And Price

• Why You Want Ethical “White Hat” SEO

• 4 Steps To A High Ranking Website
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Dear Business Owner,

If you are reading this guide, chances are high that you have been seriously considering the 
benefits of using the services of a company or individual to improve your online visibility with 
search engine optimization.

Choosing a search engine optimization provider is not easy. 

Why? First of all, you are constantly bombarded with misleading advertising, confusing claims, 
and simply incorrect information from self proclaimed SEO ‘experts’ that offer near worthless 
services. 

Secondly, because you are a business owner. You already spend countless hours dealing with 
your products, services, advertising, accounting and probably employees as well. You may not 
have a full understanding of search engine optimization and although you are aware of the 
benefits, you need to know how it works and how to properly judge SEO service providers.

If you are confused at the thought of finding a reliable, competent professional search engine 
optimization provider, this consumer’s guide is for you.

In this fact filled booklet, you’ll discover how to avoid 5 search engine optimization (SEO) rip-
off’s and learn the 6 most common misconceptions about SEO. You'll also learn 4 mistakes to 
avoid when choosing an SEO provider and understand the importance of value and price. 
Finally we will cover why you should want ethical white hat SEO and the 4 steps to having your 
website highly ranked.

We wrote this guide to help you better understand search engine optimization services. With 
this information, you will be equipped to make an informed, intelligent decision.

If you have any questions about search engine optimization, you’re invited to call us at 
519-980-7798. We’ve dedicated our business to educating businesses just like yours. We’ll be 
happy to help in every way!

Cordially,

J2K Interactive
Specialists in SEO
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How to Avoid 5 Search Engine Optimization (SEO) Industry Rip-Off’s

! 1. Unbelievably Low Price

To some degree, all of us are attracted by low price because we want to work within a budget. 
But some offshore and fly-by-night companies will promise you high rankings for any keywords 
you choose for an extremely low flat fee with no intention of ever getting you ranked. 

As in all businesses and professions, the SEO industry has its share of bad apples. I take no 
pleasure in telling you this, but some are unethical -- and, sadly, a few are dishonest. By their 
misleading advertising and false promises, they cast a dark shadow on our entire industry.

Not only will you be out the time and money working with these types of companies, you can 
actually put your site in danger if they are using what are called ‘Black Hat’ methods. Black Hat 
methods leave you wide open to getting banned from the search engines. Can you risk getting a 
2 year ban from Google?

! 2. Bait and Switch

Other companies will claim to be SEO providers and advertise “First Page Google Rankings In 
Less Than 24 Hours!” This is blatantly misleading and unethical. What they are claiming to do 
and what they are providing are two completely different things. If any SEO provider claims they  
can get you on the first page of Google in less than 24 hours, they aren’t promising you SEO - 
just run and don’t look back. 

! 3. No Experience in Your Industry

It's fair to say that a lot of SEO people are techie-geeks. This means that they might not 
understand exactly how your industry operates and does business. The only way you can find 
out if they understand how to generate revenue for your business is to talk through some of the 
customer case studies that an SEO company has. Also, they should be able to talk through and 
understand how a prospect makes a sale. Why is an understanding of your industry a vital key? 
Let's take a look.

The Journey of a Sale

When a potential customer decides to buy from you they will have taken a specific online 
journey, and understanding what that journey entails is vital to strategic SEO.

First, they are going to start by using specific search terms that are unique to your industry. This 
is how they will find your website. For example, if you sell men's fashion and your current goal is 
to sell more 'men's suits', an inexperienced SEO company might decide to target the term 'suits' 
since this term receives the most traffic. However, experience proves that search traffic for the 
term 'suits' is much too generic. Individuals typing in this keyword are far from being ready to 
make a purchase. ‘Suits' will also be highly competitive, being just one word. The best SEO 
strategy would be to start with a highly targeted keyword phrase, such as 'men's suits online’ 
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which will provide you with a steady stream of potential new customers, while at the same time 
filtering out the following:

! 1. People searching for women’s suits
! 2. People searching for children’s suits
! 3. People who cannot spell and are searching or furniture, such as 'bedroom suites'
! 4. People looking for a brick and mortar storefront (not good if you only sell online)

If the SEO Company understands your industry they will know what the buying cycle is and 
what terms or keyword phrases individuals tend to type in when they are close to making a 
purchase. Ask your potential SEO provider the following question, 'If a person wanted to buy 
product x from our store, what would they type in and why would they do this?' - The answer 
you receive will very quickly reveal whether or not they truly understand your business.

! 4. Long Term Contracts 

When choosing an SEO provider be sure you do not get locked into a long term contract in case 
the provider isn’t able to provide positive results. However, you must realize that SEO is a long 
term strategy and process. Just make sure you only work with a provider that is able to prove 
that they are capable of increasing your website rankings. 

The time taken to achieve a page one ranking safely for a specific keyword will really show how 
good the SEO supplier is. They should be able to show a good track record of taking websites 
that do not rank on Google at all for a chosen keyword or keyword phrase and moving them 
onto page one. The time this takes on average should be no longer than 6-8 months. Most 
keywords can be optimized to get on the first page safely in 6 or less months unless you are 
targeting a very competitive keyword.

! 5. Poor Turnover of Clients

A good SEO firm will have clients that have been with them for years. The only true testament to 
an SEO suppliers worth is how long a client has been with them. If an SEO firm can provide 
proof of multiple clients that have experienced years of positive results, they must be doing 
something right. Just be sure to avoid companies that have little track record for SEO. Also, be 
sure to ask them if they have ever gotten a client’s site banned from Google and if they know 
where the edge is. It’s vital that your SEO provider is aware of the danger of over-optimizing 
your site and knows what to do to ensure your site will never get banned or de-indexed.

6 Costly Misconceptions about SEO

! 1. If the Google Rankings are High, the Sales Will Follow...Wrong!

Many companies and also SEO suppliers are so dazzled by the thought of page one Google 
rankings that they see this as the end in itself.

“Ok so you are on the first page of Google for 'wooden chairs,' so what?’
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How are you going to track what that ranking is worth to your business?

A good SEO supplier should also have enough marketing insight to help you discover the best 
ways to track the amount of revenue Google is actually generating for you.

! 2. Because the SEO Salesman Talks the Talks and Baffles You 
! With ‘Geek Speak’ They Must Know What They are Doing...Wrong!

If an SEO salesman tries to sell you on their service with complicated terms and does not take 
time to convey how SEO is going to generate return on investment, walk away.

So many businesses have been quick to buy SEO just to be seen to be doing that right thing. 
Unfortunately, this has allowed salesman to sell SEO contracts by baffling the customer with 
Geek Speak.

Just a word of warning. If you do not understand how SEO is going to generate business for 
your company, then it probably is not going to. Just because 'Joe Blogs Competitor' is using 
SEO does not mean it’s the right thing for you to do. A good SEO company should be able to 
clearly map out how SEO is going to generate business for YOU.

! 3. The Money is All in the Big Keyword...Wrong!

Often, the keywords that receive the most hits tend to receive them because people are not 
exactly sure what they want. These searchers will later ‘drill down’ on the search terms, refining 
what they are looking for during the sales process. Take for example the term ‘press releases.' 
This term receives more searches per day than any other PR related term, but it is very hard to 
convert this term into money. The big money term is actually ‘press release distribution’ as these 
guys are looking to buy a service.

This concept is the same with all industries. The big search terms are not necessarily the ‘big 
money’ terms, so your SEO provider should be able to tell you which search terms will generate 
revenue rather than zero value website visits.

! 4. SEO Works for Every Business...Wrong!

Search engine optimization will only work for your business if there are enough people looking 
for your business through Google (who are ready to buy) to justify the cost of getting the search 
engine optimization work done. For some businesses, their target customers just do not use the 
internet to find providers.

In some industries you might find a handful of customers looking for your service or product but 
not enough to justify an SEO investment. A range of factors will determine whether you will 
receive a return on investment with SEO. These factors include:

! 1. Your average order value (AOV)
! 2. Your site conversion rate
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! 3. That amount of potential traffic a page one Google search term would bring you
! 4. The life time value of a customer

A potential SEO provider should have a business case tool that they can plug these numbers 
into to prove whether or not SEO is a good investment for a particular business.

! 5. SEO Is a One and Done Project...Wrong!
!
Search engine optimization isn’t something you just do once and never have to revisit. With 
billions of websites and search engines constantly changing their algorithms and updating the 
way they rank and value who gets a top listing, it’s foolish to think you can do something once 
and expect to maintain a top search engine ranking.

! 6. Spending Money on Pay Per Click Advertising Will Improve 
! Your Rankings...Wrong!

This is the most common SEO conspiracy theory - that upping your pay per click (PPC) spend 
will improve your organic SEO rankings (or, likewise, that lowering that spend can cause ranking 
drops). In all of the experiences we've ever witnessed or heard about, this has never been 
proven nor has it ever been a probable explanation for effects in the organic results. Google, 
Yahoo! & Bing all have very effective walls in their organizations to prevent precisely this type of 
crossover. At Google in particular, advertisers spending tens of millions of dollars each month 
have noted that even they cannot get special access of consideration from the search quality or 
web spam teams. So long as the existing barriers are in place and the search engines cultures 
maintain their separation, we believe that this will remain a myth. 

4 Mistakes To Avoid When Choosing A Search Engine Optimization 
Provider

! 1. SEO Company Will Not Supply a Monthly Ranking Report

A good SEO supplier should send you monthly ranking reports. These will show your chosen 
keywords and the Google, Yahoo and Bing positions your website is currently in for each. This 
report should detail your movement in rankings (whether up or down) and will be a key indicator 
of how well you are doing.

The SEO provider should not just drop the reports in your lap, but comment, provide feedback 
and react to the ranking changes in real time with a current plan of action.

! 2. Important Keyword Selection is Delegated to a Junior

Proper keyword selection is one of the most important elements to a successful SEO campaign. 
A poor SEO provider will spend little time researching and selecting the best keywords to 
optimize for your website. Or they will delegate this vital task to an office junior, or worst still to a 
non-native English speaking individual. Keywords are so important to SEO that proper research 
should be done up front.
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Alarm bells should go off if an SEO provider recommends possible keywords for your business 
before they have:

! 1. Asked questions regarding who your ideal client is and what they are looking for
! 2. Asked for any known converting keywords or phrases your ideal client might search
! 3. Asked for your top three competitors, who they can then look at through a professional 
! tool that shows how these competitors are generating sales and traffic from the Internet.

Only an SEO provider that understands the selling process can select the correct keywords.

! 3. SEO Company Focuses Efforts On On-Page SEO, Search 
! Engine Submissions, and Keyword Density

Many website and graphic designers will sell “search engine optimized websites” but will focus 
all their efforts on “search engine submissions”, “on page optimization”, “meta tags”, and 
“keyword density”.  

In classical SEO times (the late 1990's), search engines had "submission" forms that were part 
of the optimization process. Webmasters & site owners would tag their sites & pages with 
information (this would sometimes even include the keywords they wanted to rank for), and 
"submit" them to the engines, after which a bot would crawl and include those resources in their 
index. For obvious reasons (manipulation, reliance on submitters, etc.), this practice was 
unscalable and eventually gave way to purely crawl-based engines. 

Since 2001, search engine submission has not only not been required, but is actually virtually 
useless. The engines have all publicly noted that they rarely use the "submission" URL lists, and 
that the best practice is to earn links from other sites, as this will expose the engines to your 
content naturally.

If you hear a pitch from an SEO offering "search engine submission" services, run, don't walk to 
a real SEO provider.

Once upon a time, much like search engine submission, meta tags (in particular, the meta 
keywords tag) were an important part of the SEO process. You would include the keywords you 
wanted your site to rank for and when users typed in those terms, your page could come up in a 
query. This process was quickly spammed to death, and today, only Yahoo! among the major 
engines will even index content from the meta keywords tag, and even they claim not to use 
those terms for ranking, but merely content discovery.

It is true that the title tag is of critical importance to SEO best practices, however, SEO is not "all 
about meta tags", at least, not anymore.

A persistent myth in SEO revolves around the idea that keyword density - a mathematical 
formula that divides the number of words on a page by the number of instances of a given 
keyword - is used by the search engines for ranking calculations and should therefore be a 
focus of SEO efforts. Despite being proven untrue time and again, many SEO tools are based 
on the concept that keyword density is an important metric. 
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! 4. SEO Company Doesn’t Consider The Competitive Nature of 
! Your Market

No SEO professional can truly understand the competitiveness of the market until work is done 
for 90 days. 90 days is the minimum needed to accurately gauge the competitive nature of the 
market and to make the proper recommendations and adjustments. 

There are certain metrics that help gauge how competitive a market will be, however it will only 
be a rough estimate. It is important to realize that if the top 3 online competitors have been 
actively doing SEO for a long time it will affect how quickly and highly your site will rank. If your 
competitors are aggressively holding the top rankings it is a good sign that it is a profitable 
market to be in, however don’t expect to rank with only minimal effort.

It is important that your SEO company understands this and has packages to compete with 
varying levels of competition. Doing SEO work for the keywords “lose weight” is a completely 
different package than doing work for the keywords “lose weight while eating ice cream”.

The Importance of Value and Price

Buying SEO services is a lot like choosing a sales employee for your business. On the cheaper 
side of SEO, you have SEO firms in India or the Philippines who will run your SEO program for 
you. But would you hire an India firm to handle sales for your business? Would they be able to 
understand your customers and sell them your products on the phone as well as a native 
English speaker?

You need to choose an SEO professional who understands your niche to market your services, 
and one who understands which keywords people search for when buying. They need to be 
savvy enough to change their tactics if the sales results are not what they expect – Bottom line, 
they need to be good enough to react to how your business is converting on Google.

There is so much more to SEO than just arriving at a page one ranking, and you will get what 
you pay for in terms of strategy. If you want to keep costs super low and use a firm from a 
developing country then you will have to constantly be on their back to make sure they are 
working for you and that their approach is worthwhile.

You have to ask yourself if you want a forward thinking, self-managing sales person in your 
business or someone you will need to constantly support and monitor.

Why You Want Ethical White Hat SEO

There are two types of search engine optimization ‘white hat’ and ‘black hat’ optimization. White 
hat optimization techniques are those that won’t get you banned or de-indexed. Black Hat 
techniques are those that Google frowns upon, but still can work to get you the search engine 
results that your business needs.
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While Black Hat techniques might get you ranking on Google, your business will be vulnerable 
to a ‘Google Slap’ where your website is banned from its search results or penalized for the 
black hat techniques you've used. Google is constantly monitoring and cracking down on Black 
Hat techniques and finding new ways to remove ‘Black Hat’ websites from their listings.

For lasting results, make sure your SEO professional is current on what is happening in the 
SEO industry using only ‘White Hat’ SEO techniques so that your investment in SEO has real 
long-term value.

You would not want to wake up tomorrow to find out all your wonderful Google traffic is gone 
and never coming back. Stay away from ‘Black Hat’ techniques such as keyword stuffing, 
redirects for non Googlebot traffic and other crazy techniques that non-professionals use.

You want to work with someone who is not only optimizing for today’s strategies, but for 
tomorrow’s. Make sure the company you choose isn’t using blatant cookie-cutter techniques, 
doing the exact same things the same way for each of their clients. 

4 Steps to A High Ranking Website

If you’re thinking about having your website optimized, we encourage you to follow these four 
steps:

Step #1: Identify your ideal client and discover the best keywords they are using to search for 
your products and services.

Step #2: Change your title tags and description based on the selected keywords to optimize 
your click through rate.

Step #3: Make sure your website has a clear call to action to convert potential traffic.

Step #4: Make a commitment to yourself to get your website optimized by an SEO professional. 
The longer you wait, the harder it will be to rank for your best keywords. There’s no such thing 
as an industry or keyword becoming less competitive over time.

Summary

With the information presented in this guide you will be ahead of 99% of businesses who buy 
and invest in SEO. You have learnt the common mistakes, what to look out for, and how to avoid 
getting zero ROI. You also now understand how to quickly recognize which SEO companies 
understand your business and which ones will deliver. We hope this information helps you grow 
the revenue of your business by harnessing the power of SEO. 
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What’s Next?

To get to know each other and to give you more valuable information about your website, I'd like 
to give you a: 

Free 15-Minute SEO Video Audit 

There's no cost or obligation of any kind. Here's exactly what I'll do:

1. First we will discover who your most profitable and ideal client is. Until you understand exactly  
what kind of clients you want more of, SEO won't benefit you. 

2. Then, I’ll take a look at your website and make specific on-page optimization 
recommendations. This includes how often and where to place your keywords in the title tag 
and the very best description tag to generate the majority of the clicks to your website. 

3. Finally, I’ll make some recommendations for your website that will help you convert new 
potential traffic into leads and buyers. 

After your free SEO video audit, I'd also like to give you:

$500 Worth of Keyword Research

There is absolutely no cost and no obligation. No teeny, tiny print. No strings attached.

I don't give free keyword research to just anybody - I'd be out of business if I did that. But since 
you're a qualified business owner interested in harnessing the power of SEO, and you've read 
this report, I figure you're worth it. 

Without the proper keyword research SEO is not only worthless, but harmful to your business. 

Once we have identified the best keywords your ideal client would use I'll give you some 
recommendations and costs for how much it'd be to compete in your market. But only if you 
choose.

You see, my company is going to be here for a long, long time. If I were 'pushy' or rude, I just 
wouldn't make it. Plus that's just not me, I make friends, not enemies. 

And if you ever use my services, I'll be thrilled (and so will you). But if you 
don't, that's fine. There won't be any hard feelings. So take advantage of 
your $500 worth of keyword research and a free 15-minute SEO video 
audit by going here: 

http://buyersguidetoseo.com/free-audit

You better hurry though. I can only take a handful at a time and my 
schedule fills up quick. 

Thanks for taking the time to read this report.
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